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rational Bure8.u of Standards 
SUMMARY 
Th" s repcrt summarizes 'inJol'mation of the types of mate:;.'ial 
w':li ch can be .I sed for lightning CClldl..:c tcr's on nonmetallic air-
craft and reports the results of experiments on the more important 
propert ies of such materials . 'raolos I and II {;i ve t1.0 1·:eig}lt 
per fe-at and t'le vidths of sllce t metal r03q~ ired fo~' cel~tain 
assumed surge- ct.ITront cC:l.l·r~ inc capacit.ies . The se..:tion on Appli-
catLm gives Bcme preUminary S .lggO St-iGJ:1.3 as '00 tile appl :.cat.icn 
of s uch 1 ishtning cond ' tctors . 'rhe expertme:ltal vrork to date 
suggests the fcllcwing tentative ccncll:sions: 
1. Aluminum has greater surge-carrying capacity than 
c opper of the srune welght. 
2 . Rolled sheet metal !las more svrge- carrying capaci-:'y 
than sprayed metal cf the same weight. 
3 . Aluminum strips 0 . 002 inch thick can be molded in 
the surface of tego- bonded plywood with excellent 
mechanical and electrical properties . 
4 . Metal strips fastened by an elastic cement may g:.ve 
·trouble if subjected to alternating strains. 
5 . Sprayed aluminum adheres well to properly r o':ghened 
plywood surfaces . 
GENERAL ANALYSIS 
The function of a lightning conductor is pr:irnn.rily to guide 
the electric current harmlessly betw'een the points ,,,here it 
enters and leaves the craft . A detailed analysis of this function 
~-----------------------
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has been given in reference 1 . The purpose of the present report 
is to summarize available data on the various alternative materials 
which may be used J singly or in combine.tion, as lightning concl.uc-
tors , and to report the results of some experiments on such material s . 
This report is by no means exhaustive . Experience in applying t.hese 
materials shou~d suggest other materials and teclmiques of applica-
tion as well as other test procedures for det.ermining their signifi-
cant properties . 
In the follovTing sections the three major classes of material : 
namely, (1) solid metal , (2) sprayed metal, and (3) conductive 
paints will be discussed , and the possibilities and limitations 
of each "'ill be pointed out . 
Next to its electrical guiding action, the most important 
property is probably lightness in wei ht. Adhesion, duraJility, 
applicability to an already completed aircraft are also important . 
At some locations the conductor may have to carry :)n1y the very 
small charglll..g current of a sideflash Vlhile at other locations it 
.-rill have to carry the :t1..ul liehtning c1.lrrent. Such matters will 
be treated in the section on Applications . 
This investigation ,Ias carried on at the National Bureau of 
Standards under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance 
of the Bureau of Aeronautics , Navy Department . 
SOLID METAL 
The most obvious materials for lightning conductors l.,ould 
be Hires ) tubes or rolled strips, and sheets of a metal such as 
alumimilll or copper which has a bigh electrical conductivity . 
Tbe questions I.,hich arise in connection with such materials con-
ce n the cross section needed , the method of attachment so as to 
be secure and yet not increase the aerod~;namic drag of the craft , 
the risk of damage at the point.s of entry of t.he lightning dis-
charge and the mechanical durability , Tlese will be treated at 
least partially, in the immediately follOlving paragraphs . 
Surce- Current- Carrying Capacity 
A rational basis for estimating the surge- carrying capacity 
of a given wire or strip of solid metal is obtained by computing 
its momentary temperature rise on the ass~mption that the su~ge 
-~j 
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i8 of such short duration that all the Joule heat developed in 
the wire r emains in it and goes to raislng its temperature. Tile 
followine notation will be used: 
l length of conductor, centimeters 
A cross section of conductor, square centimeter 
M mass of conductor, grams 
'Y density, grams per c1J.~i c centimeter 
p volume resistivity, olIDl - centimeter 
c specific heat , j oules per gram. 
i instantaneous ctITrent, amperes 
R resistance of conductor, ohms 
The heat H developed in the wire in tL~e t is 
H 7. rt i 2 dt = - J A joules (1) 
0 
and the temperature rise T (deg C) 1s 
T H - - - (2) 
clAr 
As the metal heats up p, and to a lesser extent c , .rill 
increase. However, to a satisfactory approximation these c;.u3.n-
tities may be regarded as constant dtIT1ng the process, provided 
mean values are used, which correspond to the temperature range 
covered. Combin1ng equations (1) and (2) gives 
(3 ) 
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as the car rying capacity of a conductor of given material and 
cross section. In terma of t he other variables} resistance and 
mass vTe have 
and 
c I' pT 
(Rllf 
r " cT ' M 8 J .oc.. dt ' ) . l = pI' \-l-
(4 ) 
(5) 
respect i vely . It. will ue noted that in each of these three equa-
t ions the surge- carr;)ring capacity is expressed in the form of the 
product of (1) a f actor which is a composite of properties of the 
material, (2) the permissible temperatul'e rise, and (3) a factor 
which expresses the size of the conductor in cerms either of its 
area (volume per unH l CI1.gth ) or of its resistar:ce pei~ unit length 
or its mass per lmi t lenGth . For any given metal and assumed tem-
perature rise T, the combination of quant ities 
F (T ) (6) 
is a meastre of the utility of the metal in giving surge carrying 
ability for a g:l ven ,"eight per tiJ.lit lengtl-: . The square root is 
introduced so that the values of F will vary as the first pm.,er 
of the weight of material required or of the current (for a fixed 
duration) whtch can be carried . Table I gives values of F(T) 
for pure aluminum and for copper. It will ue seen tlat even if 
the copper can be operated up to its melting point , which is 
materially higher than that of aluminum, its greater density 
still renders it less effective than a l uminum. If operated at 
the same temperature , aluminum has the advantage by a factor of 
apont 2,2 . Aluminum alloys vTill have somewLat less conductivity 
than the pure metal , but the differen ,e will not '::Je enOUGh to 
offset this advan-::,age , u..nless other considerations such as ease 
of soldering enter . 
To determine the required valne of Mil it is necessm'y to 
estimate the value of i18 dt for the most intense lightning 
stroke which is to be guarded a8ainst . Unfortimately, adequate 
statistical data on this quantity are lacking . The best informa-
tion by McE3.cl1ron (refer ence 2) shmvs that of 36 ind.ividual 
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cOIll1'one'1.t liglltning discha:-cgss the most int ense had a value of 
200,000 amperes s~uared- seconds and that 50 percent exceeded 
10 , 000 amperes s~uared . seconds. These values .. lere observed. at 
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the R'r'lplre state Buildine on cloud-to-grOlmd strokes. Some authori-
ties s nggest that. c1oud.-to- c1oud st.rokes are on the average less 
intense. If we take 200,000 amperes s~uared-seconds for t he d.is-
charge and 2000 C for the permiss1ble temperature rise, the value 
of gil for a1UIilinum comes out 0.11 Wams per centimeter or 
0 . 0075 pound per foot . For copper with the same rise Mil comes 
out 0 . 22 gl"Bm per centimeter (0.016 Ib/ft) (No. 13 AlTG). This 
value gives an int eresting contrast with the m:LniIm.lIll value of 
0 . 187 pound peY' feot re~uired by the American Standards Associa-
tion, Code f"or Protection Against I,ightnine. The very heavy con-
d.uctors specified in this Ccd.e for ouildings and objects on the 
ground i-There weight is of no importance were chosen partly to 
allow· for possible corrosion over long periods of time) partly 
to insure mechanical strenGth, and part.ly because at. the time 
the Code was first written much less was knoim than at present 
about the magnitude of lishtning currents. 
Rolled sheet aluminum can be obtained thinner than 0.001 inch 
and is usually specified in terms of thicknes3 or gage number. 
Sheet copper is usually specified in t erms of weight in ounces per 
s~uaY'e foot . Sheet copper mad.e by an electrolytic process is 
available in weights from 1/2 ounce to 6 ounces per s~uare foot 
(0 . 0006 in. to 0.008 in. in thickness). Such copper sheets have 
a relatively low ultimate elongation (apprcx. 3 percent) as com-
pared. with annealed material . 
Table II gives the width re~ui:i."ed for strips both of aluminU!Il 
and of copper which wo'..l.ld safely carry the indL:a ted. sur e c~r­
rents with the stated temperature rises. The value3 of widt h 
(in in. ) given in table II correspond to the veichtn (in Ib per 
linear ft) given at the top of each C01U11LTl, and to t l1e t h ';'cknesses 
lndicated (directly or by gage n1Jlnber or by "rElight) in t ,~E) first 
four columns at the left . 
Methods of Attachment 
Four methods for fastening strip-metal lightning conductors 
to the plywood aircraft sUMest themselves. 
1 . Cementin6 to the outer surface. - Such a process ~",c1.1.1d. ce 
appllcable to an already completed craft. Rubber-base cer.lents 
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seem to give good adhesion even to smooth metal . Several samples 
I'Tere made up using one of' the better gcades of Bostik Universal 
Cement , No . 292 Black (made by the Boston Blacking and Chemical 
Co. , Cambridge, Mass .) . 'rhese samples showed good adhesion even 
after severe mechanical treatment b:lt on the repeated flexing 
t est s described below, they developed 'wrinkles and cracks which 
rapidly progressed so as to break the electrical continuity of 
the strip . Figure 1 SllovTS two of these strips after having been 
subjected to 12,000 c ycles of bending (max . elongation about 0.3 
percent). It is pl'obable that these effects resulted from the 
extreme elasticit;y of this cement and. that if the strip were 
anchored in a more :!.'igid. ma.trix vhich could force it in compres-
sion as well as "in tensio"l better results vrould be obtained.. A 
search for a satisf actory ce~ent l'oma"ins a difficult pl~oblem 
for the fut ure . Presumably this could be attacked by a competent 
manufactm' ing concern. Perhaps some much thinner adhesive applied. 
to the metal strip in the factory as .in the manufactLTe or Scotch 
tape , may have possibilities . 
2 . Tacks or s taples .- The use of metal fasteners driven into 
the wood may prove quite satisfactol'Y in the rather common case in 
l"hich a lightning conductor can be mounted by nailing through the 
skin into a spar or longeron . Here the tip of the tack ';muld be 
embedded in dry wood and would be therefore unlUcely to start a 
discharge . A much less desi rable situation ,,,ould exist if the 
point of the t ack projected tr.ro'lgh the plyvrood skin of an air-
foil . I f i '~ ends near so:.ne metal such as a wire or control cable , 
or near another tack vrhlch protrudes from the opposite surface of 
the airfoil , a dischar Ge is likely to oc cur . If the ligiltning 
current happens to be large , the airfoil may be ' ,Tecked. b;y the 
explosive action of the d.lscharge . Experimental trials should 
be made on this point . 
3 . Molding ( hot -pres~jn8) on the outer S~~f8.ce .- Sheet m8ta l 
may -De at tached to cross~lamlnated ply,,,ood by hot - pressure molding 
vTith a suitable r osin b inder . For a trial of this mod.e of attach-
ment , a number of hot pressed (flat) samp] es l"ere made by the 
Plastics Section of the National Bureau of Standards . Theoe S111l1-
ples, roughly 0 . 08 inch thick, ,,,ere made of eight symmetrically 
assem.bled layers of O. Ol- inch- thick poplar plies and. tego (a paper 
base containing a phenolic thermosetting r OSin, approx . 2/3 ~esin 
and 1/3 'Paper) . The symmetrical assembly (to avoid warping) was 
as follows : beginning at the center, t vTO sheets of tego were 
crossed ; the grain of the two vTood plies on either sid.e of the 
I 
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center were rlU1 parallel; from t:10se hlO layers to tre outermost 
layers the grain of each successive wood ply was crossed at 900 
to that of its predecessor) and each alternate single layer of 
tego was similarly crossed. 
In some samples the sheet metal-foil strips ",ere surface 
mounted in the hot-press by placing tl;O crossed sheets of tego 
betlleen the outer ,·,rood ply and the metal strips. In other samples 
the metal strip was covered by a single sheet of tego) in w'hich 
case a single sheet of teso crossod \lith reference to the outer 
sheet of tego cemented the strip to the out.er "lOod pl;y. 
In some samples the sheet metal-foil strips wero surface 
mounted in the hot-press by placing two crossed sheets of tego 
betvre'3n the outermost wood l,ly and the metal strips. Some of 
the metal strips were perforated with holes about 1/4 inch In 
diamet.er in stagcered rous as shown in figure 2 . It was ~:;~o:.~ ht 
that this construction mig.h.t give a bettor bond and also distrib-
ute more uni f'ormlJ tile d,5.stortion cauoed by st:-cain and. therma1 
expansion. 3eme of the alumiml1n strips were anod lzed wb.ile 
others were of plain :-.:-olled sheet. This sjumetri cal cOlstruction 
I·ras used in order to secure as good adhesion of the sheet motal 
to the laminate as possible. Better adhesion is secured if the 
coefficients of thermal expansion of any h,ro cemented obvects 
can be made to match . In the case of teGo the measured coef-
ficient along the machine direction of the paper was found to 
be 15.4 X 10- 6 per degreOl while across the machine direct i on it 
was 38.4 X 10- 6. For a saID;;>le bu.ilt up 1-,i th al ternato layers 
of crossed tego the value ~~s 25.7 X 10-G. Thus the coefficient 
of crossed tego nearly matches the coefficient of "'-'hermal expan-
sion of a.luminum which is 22.3 X 10- 6 • There ia, therefore, • 
very little tendency f or differential expansion t o sop3.rs.te smooth 
metal from crossed tego. It may be pointed Ol~t that, because of 
ita r ough surface, wood bonds well ,·,ith tego in spite of its 
smaller average thermal coefficient of expansion. 
Similar specimens "lOre made up w·ith 0 . 004- i nch coppor by the 
same procedure, but the adhesion vlU.S very poor evan with the per-
forated strips. Hence no bonding or other tests ',Tero r.'~d.e ioTi tb. 
copper strips. It is) of courso, possible that some othor bending 
conditions might have given better restuts . 
4. Embedding below outermost vcnoer .- Tho me al st:-.:-ip 
(preferably perforated) may be placed bet ween laY3rs of togo in 
I 
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the mold just below the outermost layer of wood. This construc-
tion gives greater reechanical protection to the strip and insures 
a uniform outer surface appearance which is ideal for later paint 
and camouflage coatings . However, it is difficult to make con-
nections to such an embedd.ed strip . Also, theoretically, the 
lightning Hill surely do a little damage in penetrating the outer 
layer of i<lOod to reach the metal. Moreover, tf any cracle or bad 
joint develo~8 in t~e metal strip, the arc forming at the bad 
contact may canse further damage . 
Trials of tvo samples (L - 15 and L-16 of table' III) sho",ed 
no signes 0; deterioration aft er many repetitions of bendin3 strain. 
Figure 3 shm's t~le relatively slight splintering which was produced 
both at (A) where a 22,OOO- rutl?ere surge penetrated the outer veneer 
to reach the em1)edded metal and at (B) where the discharge jumped 
a gap between two embedded strips . It is planned to make fu:cther 
tr-Lals "'i th larger currents as soon as a nei, cur :c'ent- surge genera-
tor is completed . 
Mechanical Du.rabilHy of Sheet Metal 
Under service conditions on aircraft, the liGhtninc conduc-
tors must stand up well nechanically under extreme flu.ct1)..ations 
of temperature and of mechanical stress . Tests were therefore 
devised to obtain an ind.lcation of the effect of such conclitions 
on pieces of plywood to which strips of thin sheet metal had. been 
attached . 
1. Temp'erat_~e cycles . - Two air baths, one heated eloctrically 
and the other cooled with "dry ice" were arraneed so that, by a 
motor-driven mechanism, a group of specimens could be alternately 
raised into the heated chamb~r, held there for a predetermined 
time and therL rapicUy lovered :i.nto the cold chamber. Figure 4 
is a grallh which is typical of the tempe:catures indicated by 
thermocouples attached to the t1-.'o ends of such a specimen dr:ring 
a cycle . 
Six of the specimens described above, in 11hioh metal strips 
had been molded to 8- ply tego- bonded poplar ply,,!ood were tested. 
Both plain and anodized aluminum strips 2 mils thick and linch 
"'ide were used . One strip of each material "Tas perforated . 
After being subjected to 270 temperature cycles , no sign of 
deterioration or of loosening covld be found. The electrical 
resistance was found to be practico.lly the same as at the 
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beginning of the test a l though this measurement is a very sensi-
tive me3.ns of detecting cracks . For these particular samples it 
s eems probable that the temperature tests were similar in effect 
but less severe tr..an the mechanical-strain tests w:"ich folloH. 
2 . Repeated mechanical strain. - A mem.ber of repeated. stress 
trials were made on metal strips surface- molded to teGo-impregnated 
plywood. The plyvrood specjmens had the shape commonly used for 
fatigue tests and shorm in figure 5. A metal strip 1 inch ,vide 
was molned to one side of' the 9-inch specimens. Hhen such a 
triangular cant ilever beam is bent} it takee on an approximai:,ely 
uniform rad 1.U8 of curvattu'e and hence a constant st:cain thro'.~gh­
out the length of the beam. The elongation of 0 .3 percent used 
in most of the trials is comparable Ylith the maximum design 
values of 1 percent and of 0.5 percent given in the A.N. C. Hand-
book for crossvise and for lengtlmise otress, rospecti vely. 
Such large vaL,es of strain would be expected to occ·U' 
OillY rarely and. usually would not alternate rapidly. lim-rover, 
it was thought possible that 1'aptd fluttering o~ thin seC"lOns 
of plywood skin might occur . F01.' this reason and als~ to m3.ke 
the tests severe er..ough to distinguish bet,·reen the various speci-
mens , the flexing tests Here continued. through several thousand 
cycles . 
The resul ~s are shown in table III, in .,hich the specimens 
are arranged in order of' improving quality from top to oottom. 
This shows, as has already been noted, that the specimens L- l 
and I,- 3, fastened vith an elastic cement developed 'l-rrir""::lcs and 
cracks l{hich completelY opened the circuit (fig. 1). T. e 
th:icker (0.004 in.) specimens seeLl definitely inferi.or to the 
thinner (0.002 in.) ones . The anodized specimens appzared to 
be more brittle and shmved on the whole more 1ncreo.se in res::'st-
. ance than the plain aluminum sheet. Since this latter shoved. 
no tendency to came loose} there iwuld seem to be no need for 
the anodized surface lThich '\-las tried pr'imarily beco. 1.se H 'Tas 
thought that it would be better wetted by tego and consequently 
would have grec.ter adl1erence . Tho porfuratioLs seemed to nnke 
little d~ffGrence. mhe presencc of the overlay of 0eo o cave a 
definite imllrovement in the p0rformance, and tl e specimens .... '.i1icl1 
had the togo overlay were almost as Bood as L- l5 und L-16, ':;hich 
had a '\-lOod-veneer overlay . 
The 0.002- inch pIa in aluminum strips , ",i tho~1.t the togo 
overlay, finally developed a curious "crystalline" appear:.l.nce 
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shown in figure 2 . This seemed to oe due to the formation of 
minute wrink13s out dld not involve any marked increase in 
resistance . The anoc11zed strips and the 0 . 004- inch plain strips 
without overlay developed fine transverse cracks as shown in 
figures 6 and 7 . 
Arc Damage 
At the point where the electric discharge passes from the 
air to a metal object , or vice versa, the ... e is a local concentra-
tion of heating ,.;hich tends to melt and vaporj.ze some of the 
metal . Lightning conductors on groQDded structures are maQe so 
heavy that the sljght melting by the lightning discharge of the 
tips of the air termi nals is negligible . To lX3.ke the conc.l ctors 
on an aircraft- protective s;ys~cm thick enough to be irmnune from 
such arc damage would require a prolli' i ti ve Height of metal. 
Hmlever , the damage done by an ai~C to a strip of thin sheet metal 
is very local ized anel S lould not be taken too seriously . The 
melting is not likely to extend completely across the full wiQth 
of a .lide metal strip and even if tho condnctor is burneQ in two , 
the resulting gap is almost SUl~e to be near an extremity of the 
craft in s uch a location that the protection of the perso~Del 
from a subsequent stroke wOllld not be impaireQ. 
SPRAYED METAL DEPOSITS (METALLIZING) 
Sprayeri metal has the great advantage of being applicable 
directly to curved surfaces and to completed aircraft . '1'herefore 
considerable time has been spent in studying tids material. 
Procedu.re jn Spraying 
Most of the data on Sl)rayed metal given in tllis report are 
for matertal deposited by a "Mogul Model p lI spray gu,'1 Il1D.Qe by 
the Metallizing Co . of Al er-l.ca . In this g lm the metal 1,,;3.re , or 
rod , to be sprayed is drawn in betHeen tvo gear- rol l s, driven 
by an air turbine , and fed through the center of an oxyacetylene 
flame which is surrounded by a concentric jet of ccmpresseQ air . 
As the tip of the wire fuses in the flame, it is "atomized" by 
the air jet and the molten particles are blo.m against the 
surface to be coated . (The air pressure was usually about 
75 lb/sq i n .) while both tho a cetylene and oxycen pressures 
wer e about 15 1b/ s q in. ) 
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The properties of the deposited material depend somevrhat on 
the condjtions of operation, for example , distance from. nozzle 
to work, rates of supply of a cetylene, oxygen and air and. of 
metal ; time of application and number of applications of the jet 
to each part, and so forth. The techni'lue of operating the metal-
lizing e'luipment is not difficult and sho·-lid be read.ily learned. 
by a good v10rkman. Or.e should strive for a fine-grained smooth 
coating . The practice of maKing repeate:! light passes over the 
same area with time allol-:ed for cooling betvleem passes gives 
best r esul ts . A thickness of 0,005 inch to 0.01 inch seems 
most desirable for this application. 
As in the case of stucco, the adherence of the coating 
d.epenis prirla.r.ily on the keying quality of the surface to wh·: ch 
it is ap,?lied . Very little, i f any, e.f,hercn()e is oiJtained if the 
surface is polish6d or very smooth . Hence a smooth surface 8hou~d 
be scored or roug~eDed, p~cferably by sand blasting, bef0re spray-
ing. The s u:.:-face must be absolutelj' free from grease (even finger 
prints :aa.ke trouble ) . The structure of SOllJ.e ·Foods such as poplar, 
even wl1en eI.'1ooth cut , offers a good keying s u.rface and. need not 
be rour-;r,cned, OthA:;"8 , Bu::;h as !J]['l'Qt;any, are lrnpro--ed by a light 
sand blasti!C~ ,·,hieh Y'e.:nOYbC tLA :Jolter fiber3 and leaves a better 
keying surfaGs . Ce~~tain metals l:mch as tin, lead , zinc and. 
aluminwn. adhe':"'e 'lui~e :·1911 to vlOod s t'rfaces . In our vTOrlc copper 
did not yielcl 8uch t;00d r-;8ul ts; pre~n:r:.:1bly because in t:_o process 
the "'000 surfc.ce . S heate:1. to ::J.c1,. a: .. ex+er.t that melted or 
vaporized resins ap::f8ar ar.d p1'o·,~ent. :..clhEJrence . COPi.ler Inaj , l10W-
ever, be s-PTa.y0d over an lmdercoat of sprayed al1).mir;l~J ar..d good 
solder ed COrT.'7ctionG can be mnde to the copper vf GUC~l e. tin:.l 
contin;5' Sfu,:: - blafted LucHe plast._C' '1lay aL,o be 8"9rayeri satis-
factOl':' ly ,,;i-r-,h aluL.1.5num. . Maski:tG taps; as lJfjod in spray paint-
i ng , W~8 :olli~d to be effective in conIlning the cpray to the 
desir ed area . 
Becaus e aluminum sprays and adheres 1-1ell, has liGht vmight 
and high conductivi t;,/ and i nc identally is considerably lcss 
t oxic than many other metal s , it appears to be the ~ost dosirable 
metal for aircraft lightning cond.uctors, at l east ll..'1.ti'. t ~n aga .n 
becomes available . The data given in this report were ob-:'ained 
on coating sprayed from wire 0.090 inch in diameter , containing 
1 percent of zinc (BtIT . A8ron . Spe c. A- 25) . 
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Resisti vity 
The fundamental properties of sprayed deposit which are 
important in this apllication are (a ) the longitudinal electrical 
resistivity (the resistance of a unit length of deposit of unit 
wi dth : that is, the resistance between opposite faces of a square) 
"Thich will depend ppon (1 ) the nature of the deposit as well as 
(2) its thickness; (b) the ",·eight per unit area (surface density) 
of tho deposit , and. (c) the mechanical durability of the d.eposit, 
which depends in part upon its adherence to the surface coated .• 
The depos i t is always granular so that micrometer mea,mre-
ment s of the thi ckness of thin coatings are of little signifi-
cance . It is also usually not feasible to we"Lgh the deposit . 
Hence it happens t hat the most convenient means for expressing 
the amount of deposit on a freshly- sprayed surface is to state 
i t s longitudinal resistivity (the thicker the deposit the less 
this resistivity) . To determine the quantitative relation be-
tween (a) the longitudinal el ectrical resistivity and (b) tbe 
weig..'1.t per lmi t area of the depos '.t , prev iously \Ve ished , grOlmd-
glass plates were sprayed as lmiformly as possible , that is , 
(1) the nature of the deposit and (2 ) the th ickness of cleposit 
"Jere both held as constant as possible. The electrical r esist-
ance and the total we ·i.g:lt of eac: was then determined . The 
results are plotted in figure 8 for aluminulll and in figure 9 
for tin and copper . Her o the abscissas are the surface density 
and the ordinate s are the pl'oduct of surface density multiplied 
by the longitudinal resistivity . If the material I-mre uniform 
this product should be a cons tant (the "mass resistivity") . 
Thus a l a ;yrer twice as thick \Vonld be twi ce as heavy but lvould 
have onl y half t he r esistance. I t is evident from figures 8 
and 9 that this product is roughly constant over a considerable 
range but that for thin film , ·::'hat is, those veighlns less than 
0 . 020 gram per square centimeter for aluminu~ and 0 . 030 gram 
per squb~e centimeter for copper, the resistance is abnorm~lly 
r.igh , presumabl y because of gaps behroen the individual grains 
of metal. The straight, hori zontal lines in figur'es 8 and 9 
indicate the mass resi.stivity of the metals in bulk . It is 
evident that even the relatively thick deposits have a materi -
ally higher value for this property . This incr ease is by a 
factor of 5 . 6 for aluminum and of 2.2 for copper, aml is pre-
sumably the result of porosity , incomplete contact betwoen 
grains , and per haps of occluded oxide films . 
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Measm~ements of the density of the sprayed material by an 
immersion method gave 2 . 47 grams per cubic centimeter for 
aluminum and 8 . 08 grams per cubic centimeter for copper. These 
values are about 0 . 9 of those for the solid metal. In this 
~et~od the liquid penetrates the pores to a considerable extent . 
If the volume is obtained from micrometer meas~ements of thick-
ness over the tops of the granular structure, the apparent 
density of sprayed aluminum may be in some cases as low as 0 . 8 
gram per cubic centimeter . 
Sl~ge- Ct~rent- Carrying Capacity 
The surge- current- carrying capacity of a strip of sprayed 
metal might perhaps be calculated from equation (3), (4), or (5) 
by using appropriate values for mass resistivity (Le., for the 
product P'Y ). However , it ,,,as thoU,f;ht desirable to confirm such 
calculations by direct eXIleriment. The Cl\rrent suree used for 
this purpose ,vas produced by short-circulting a 33)000 jot'-le 
stu'ge- vol tage generator t:;rough the specimen. The current had 
a crest velne of about 22,000 a.::nperes and decreased in a damped 
oscillation which had a f requency of about 130 kilocJcles and 
gave a value for "l18 dt cf r250 amperes sCluared-seconds . 
The specimens for this purpose .Tere of aluminum sIll'ayad 
on a pl./wood backing. Each deposit ,,,as tapered either in i-lidth 
or thickness, so that at some intermedia~e pcsition the deponit 
would just fail to carry the particular tes t surge. Before the 
test each specimen was "surveyed" by measuring the electrical 
resistance of successive portions each 3 centimeters long. After 
the test the width or the longitudinal resistance at the bour:.dary 
of the lmdamaged rAgion was taken as an index of the performance 
of the depos1.t . Specimens of this type are shovm in fic;rre 10. 
In figure 11 this width (in in.) at the bound.ary is plo+ted 
as abscissa and the longitudinal resistivity (in obms bet,,,eon 
opposite sides of a square) for the particular part of the 
deposit which was on the point of failure is plotted as ordinate . 
The obsorved points lie fairly close to the straight L~ne ,-,hich 
corresponds to a longitudinal resistivity cf 0.005 oh~ for a 
vridth of one inch. ThiEl is, of co'.U'se , equivalent to a linear 
resJstance of the strip of 0 . 005 ohm per linear inch or 0 .06 ol1m 
per linear foot (0.002 ohm per cm) . It is interesting to note 
that if this value of linear resistance :lnd the va.l ue of nm.ss 
resistivity (40 X 10- 6 ohm gram cm- 2 ) or 0 .40 ohm (me::'er, Grr.m) 
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shown for sprayed aluminum in fiBure 8 are inserted in equation 
(4) as the value of the product "PI''', the corresponding crest 
temperature comes out at c)lOo C, vlh1Ch is in fair aGreement vrith 
the meltin ~oint of aluminum of 660c C. The difference may 
perhaps result from lack of uniformity but more probably is 
caused by the heat of the arc at the overstressod parts of the 
specimen . This arc tends to spread and damage the immediately 
adjacent wider or thicker ~ortions which could carry the suree, 
but with only a slight marein . 
Mechanical Durability of Sprayed Deposits 
Tests to obtain an indication of the mechanical ruggedness 
of sprayed depos its were made "'ith the same apparatus and in 
much the same vlay as ,vi th the sheet metal cond nctors . 
1 . Temperature cycles .- A number of sprayed deposits were 
subjected to 270 cycles of temperature in much the same way as 
described for the sheet -metal specimens . The results are sum-
marized in table IV . The values of resistance are the average 
over the length of the sa::npJ.e of a m.unber of short sect ions . 
It will be noted that the increase in resistance is very slight 
(about 20 percent) . It was fairly uniform over the lensth of 
each specimen . No tendency for the deposit to flake off could 
be detected and it would appear that even extreme and fairly 
sudden temperature chanJ es do not have any deleterious effect on 
the deposit . 
2 . Repeated mechanical strain. - A considerable number of 
specimens of sprayed aluminum deposits on plywood of various 
thicknesses and origins <vere s ubjected to repeated flexin \~ tests 
simil ar to those descr ibed above for the sheet -metal strips . 
Two sizes of specimens were used . Their dimensions are shovffi 
in figure 5 . The resistances per QDit length of successive 
portions (1 em long ) of each specimen 1"8re measured before they 
were subjected to tho flexing and at intervals during the run . 
The flexing occurred at the rate of 150 cycles per minute . In 
most cases the outermost wood ply ran crosswise to the length 
ef the sample so that the maximum strain was across the grain 
of the wood . 
! 
I ~ 
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None of the coatings showed any visible si.~ns of deterioration 
nor any tendency to peel off as a result of these tests. However, 
it was found that the electrical resistance increased with the 
nunber of cycles of bending. As might be expected the increase 
was mach more marked in those specimens which were the more 
severely strained . The results are shmm in table V. The values 
given in this table are the factors by which the avera~e resist-
ance across a unit s~uare, measured after the number of bending 
cycles given at the top of the column, exceeded the initial 
resis~ance of the same portion. Specimen G-3 after 10,000 cycles 
of a strain of 0 .05 percent showed an increase of 15 percent in 
reSistance . On the other hand, "ith specimen M-6, after the 
same nl~ber of cycles of the much greater strain of 0 . 71 per-
cent , the increase was by a factor of 65. 
When interpreting these increases in resistance into decreases 
in surge-carrying capacity, it should be noted that the factors 
in table V indicate changes in the resistivity p of e~uations 
(3) and (5 ). Since no appreciable metal is removed as a result 
of the fl exing test the n~ss of motal to be heated by the surge 
is not reduced . Hence if the resistance per unJt length has 
been increased by a factor of 4, the surge-carrying capacity is 
theorotically reduced t o the same extent as by the removal of 
half the width (or half the thickness) of the strip. 
Actually the performance of sprayed deposits which have 
been increased in resistance by r epeated flexing seems t be 
sometimes even better than thls analysis would indicate. Per-
haps the surge current produces a coherer action and restor3s 
conducting paths which had been broken by the bending . This 
effect is exemplified in table VI, which gives value3 of the 
measvr ed resistance per unit l ength of several specimens of 
sprayed aluminum. The fifth colunn Gives the initial resist-
ance rl, the seventh column J iV3S the resistance rf after 
flexin3 . The values of rc in th~ sixth column are the criti-
cal values of resistance por U11it length which ";,ould on the 
foregOing theoretical assumption be expected to barely carry 
the tost surge (~i2dt = 5250 (ampere )2 sec ). The valuo of 
rc for this particular surge is given by the formula 
(7) 
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The values i n the tenth column are the resistances measured 
after a singlG test surge had passed through the spe cimen. 
It will be noted from table VI that after 129,000 cycles 
of flexing specimen R-ll had a r esistance (rf ) 'Thich was 
not only greater than the limitine; value of 0 . 005 ohm per inch 
but also considerably greater than the values of r c g iven in 
the sixth column. Accordingly , the deposit was wrecked over its 
whole length by the surge . As shown in figure 12, specimen G- 32, 
on the other hand, had a deposit ,·,hich "Tas so heavy that the 
initial values (ri) are less than the limi.t of 0 . 005 ohm per 
inch and if tested before flextng it would have survived . After 
flexi.ng the resistance (rf) .,as materially higher than the 
0 . 005 limit but was less (except at the top point) than the 
critical value (rc ) ' Hence it survived the surge aLd surpris -
ingly enough showed , after the test, values of resistance almost 
as low as before flexing . A similar reduction in resistance is 
shown by G- 3 and by G-31 except at :i.ts narrow end (fig . 10) . It 
may be noted that the top point of G-32 and the bottom two points 
of R- 7 survived in spite of the fact that their resistances after 
flexing were somewhat greater than the computed critical values . 
These instances lend support to the idea that by coherer action 
the surge reduces the resistance from its higher flexed value . 
3 . Camoufla~se pain~. - Some con ern was entertained as to 
the possible de r i.mental effect of camouflage paint on the 
sprayed metal if it were later flexed . Sprayed metal specimens 
vere, therefore , painted with one coat of blue Navy camouflage 
paint and s ub jected to flexing tests . The results included in 
table V, based on reststance measurements, indicate little or 
no detrimental effect from the paint ino . These samples were 
not tested with a current surge . 
4 . Air blast .- The jet of air supplied at 90 pounds per 
square inch to the nozzle of the spray gun "ras us ed in attempts 
to blow the sprayed aluminum deposit off from its backing. In 
all cases where the backing had been cleaned and reasonably 
rough before spraying no l oosening occurred . 
• 
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Arc Damage 
The effect of the arc at the points of contact of the light-
ning path and a sprayed metal coatinci i.s much the same as that 
with rolled sheet metal . Fi8\ITe 13 shows two sprayed aluminum 
deposits which have been subjected to a 30-coulomb axc, Even in 
nominally still air the arc moved a'uout during its I-second 
duration and burned a path .,hich had a total] ength of 14 inches . 
Sample E-7 had been scored with a ~~ife prior to the discharge , 
The heat of the arc at this gap has burned back the deposit and 
has slightly scorched the wood beneath. It is very unlikely 
that the wood of an airplane in fli;ht would catch fire from 
such an arc because the air stream vlOuld prooably blm. the arc 
along the surface and also cool both the arc gases and the wood . 
CONDUCTING PAINTS 
Preliminary tri.als shmved that the presence of a strip of 
conducting paint served to guide an electrical surge so that 
the current passed in an arc in the air adjacent to the painted 
strip. This seemed to offer possibilities which mi,3ht be of 
use in certain cases when it is import9.nt to lceep the discharge 
from shattering wooden members but where the presence of the 
flash and of the ionized path which may be blm;n about by the 
air stream ,vould do little harm . It was later found that 
strips of nonconducting alumint~ paint, or lines of discrete 
patches of conducti~s paint showed a similar 8uidi~~ property. 
Such painted strips have the advantages of ease of applica-
tion and of lightness. A s t rip l~' inches ,·ride of the type ~Jsed 
(Ohio Brass Co. No, 608) weighs only 0.0026 pounds per foot 
(0 . 01 gram/cm 2.) per coat. The lonGitudinal resistivity is about 
300 ohms. 
The use of painted Guidin~; strips has at least ti-TO serious 
disadvantages . The first of these arises from the fact that 
the rosistivlty is so hi3h that the voltage gradient alon3 the 
len;::,th of the strip rises to a h10 h value. It is, of conrse, 
this gradient which establishes the arc in the air adjacent 
to the strip. For this reason painted strips should not be 
used in the protection of the fuselage or of ar.y ether part 
of the aircraft where personnel may be stationed. 
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It might be thought that the process by ,.,rhich the arc forms 
alone, a strip of: say} aluminum paint is a progressive one, so 
that the gradient, althou l high enough at the one location when 
the arc is developinc , mii"j1t be low at other parts of the path, 
with the result that the total voltage drop across a considerable 
distance would not be excessive. An expe.iment to check on this 
po~nt was made by send lng -the discharge through (and over) a 
layer of paint applied to the outer surface of a cardboard mailing 
tube , shown at ABC fi gure 14 . A metal sphere S, 4.92 centi -
meters i.n diameter , ,{as centeyed in the tuDe DY an insulating 
washer Wand connected by a metal rod D, tc a copper cap C 
at one end of the tube and thus to the paint and to the surge 
circuit . The measured peak voltase ( 60 cycle a-c) yequired to 
spark from the sphere throllt";h the cardboard tc the painted layer 
was later found to be about 1 6,300 volts . The sphere is almost 
perfectly shielded electrostatically so that thel'e should have 
been no tendency for electrostatic sideflash. If the dtscharG8 
had been localized in an arc one millimeter In diameter extending 
from B to C, the electroIna€net leall;}, ind uced voltage should 
have been only about 3300 volts . Yet , when the experiment was 
tri ed the dischart~e passed along the central l~od, j umped the 
gap from S to B puncturing the . tube and continuin8 in an 
arc outside the tube f r om B to A. This seems to indicate 
that the long- i tudinal V0] ta -~e drop between Band C was 
greater than 16 , 000 volts and that tbe theory of pro[,ressive 
development of the arc i.s incorrect . The same result 1·1as obtained 
with a tube coated with all~inum paint, b~t when a control experi-
ment was tried using a tube coated ,yith a layer of sprayed ah~i­
num, no puncture of the tube tock plac3 . 
The second disadvantage of painted strips arises fro::n the 
"blast effect" of the arc . The s ~ldden liberation of e:ler gy 
in the dischar3e heats the air and develops a very consjderable 
momentary pressure wave . In cases ,·,here the conducting ( or 
al~~inum) paint is open to the air, the blast from tLe laboratory 
test discharee which had a crest current of about 25 ,000 amperes 
was not enough to dama08 any of the plywood tested , even the two-
ply material 0 . 088 inch thick . However, if the conducting paint 
is covered with a layer of camoufla ~e paint, not only is the 
latter bloWIl off by thG discharge (fig . 15) but the added mass 
of the outer paint layer may cause the blast to develop more 
. I 
I 
. I 
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pressure and to damage the plYVlOOd. WHh the lar~er crest cur-
rents which might occur occasionally in natural 1 ie..htn1n.g this 
blast effect would be correspondin-::;ly worse. 
APPLICATIONS 
With the three types of material which have been discussed 
above to choose f rom, the next question i.s ,.,hich to use and in 
what locat ion . The detailC'd anS1vsrs to such questions must 
al-7ait the result s of f urther laboratory studies on actual air-
craft parts . Certain General principles, however, se0m already 
fairly evident and l ead to the follo1dng s ugbest ions: 
1 . For the protective Faraday cage around personnel and 
sensitive cargo : 
(a) Metal sheet screening or sprayed deposits 
should be used and conductive painv 
should not be relied upcn. 
(b) Joints between adjacent oonductins strips 
should be such as to minimize the develop-
ment of an air gap of appreciable length 
and should preferably be bonded by a 
clamped or soldered coru18ction . 
2 . For the main conductors to the wing tips and tail 
surfaces : 
(a) Solid metal or sprayed metal is preferable. 
(b) Conductors should be run as directly as 
possible from one 8xtremit,l' to the other. 
(c ) Um.ess interior metal such as wiring and 
control cables are bonded into the li,jlt-
ning-conductor system, (1) a ,-,ood clear-
ance (preferably 0 in.) should be main-
tained between the liJhtnin' conductor 
a~d the inter ior metal; (2) some of the 
main conductors must run rOtlghly parallc 1 
to the interior metal so as to intercept 
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any stroke lV'hich mie)1t other-..rise strike 
through to the interior metal j (3) strips 
or areas of conductive paint may prove 
useful in interceptin3 strokes and s uidinE: 
them to the nearest main conductors and 
would be much lighter than metal . 
3 . Sprayed metal should be l ocated so far as possibJe 
at places f ree f r om flutter and with a minimum of 
strain ( i . e . J near the neutral ax is of the memc er ) . 
4 . Conducting paint sholud be appl ied pr eferably at 
locations ",here the ski!' :i.s braced by ribs J spe,rs, 
or other solid mater i al in order to minimize tl.e 
danger that the "blast effect " .,ill damage the 
unsupported skin ad jacent to the d:'scha ge . 
5 . \oThere explosive vapors (gasoline fumes) may be present 
every piece of metal shoul.d be bonded to avoid side-
flash sparks . 
6 . Small ( 1. e . , less than 1 ft lon::; ) pieces of metal 
need not be bonded purely for lichtninc; protect.ion 
provided sparks to them from the conductor system 
will not pass throu:.!h explosive vapor . Rmveve:i', 
such bondi n .::; is usually needed to reduce precillita-
tion static . The question ~.,rhether or not conducting 
pa'int will give a bond which is satisfactory fClr this 
latter purpose remains for future investicatioIL. 
7. Local. melting and burnin:~ of the lightning conductor 
at the points of entr ance of the discharee must be 
expected and should not be re[.arried as an indica-
tion of failure of the protective system. 
National Bureau of Standards , 
Washington, D. C. , June 30 , 1943 . 
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TABLE 1.- SURGE-c.ARRYING PROPERTIES OF SOLID METAL CONDUCTORS 
Maximum Tempera ture 
Resistivity a t Mean 
Temperature 
Specific heat at 
Mean temperature 
Densi ty 
F (T) 
Linear weight for 
J i :ad t-200 , 000 
Linear weight for 
J i 2dt_20 ,000 
(AI 
(Ou 
(AI 
(Ou 
(AI 
(Ou 
(Al 
(Ou. 
(AI 
(Cu 
(AI 
(Cu 
100 
3 . 3 X 10- 6 
2.0 X 10-6 
· 91 
' 39 
2·7 
8.9 
2800 
1300 
.0106 
. 022 
.0034-
.0071 
200 
4.0 x 10- 6 
2 . 4 X 10- 6 
. 94 
·39 
-----
-----
4000 
1800 
. 0075 
.016 
.0024-
.0052 
660 
7.1 X 10- 6 
4 . 0 X 10-6 
1.1 
. 42 
-----
-----
6100 
2700 
.0049 
• 011 
-
.001 b 
.0035 
1080 
5 .7 X 10-6 
. 44 
3000 
.0099 
.0031 
ohm-em 
Do. 
joules/ g 
Do • 
g/cm 3 
Do 
1b/ ft 
Do . 
1b/ft 
Do . 
0 
0 9 -M _ ' 
W-60 
TABLE II.- WIDTH OF STRIP (IN IN FOR VARIOUS STANDARD WEIGHTS .AND THICKNESSES) 
Aluminum Copper 
i 2dt (amperes2 sec) 20,000 200,000 '20,000 
0 Max. temp. ( C) 200 660 200 660 200 660 1080 200 
Mit (10 per linear ft) 0.0024 0.0016 0.0075 0.0049 0.0052 0 .0035 0.0031 0.016 
Gage Weight Thick-
number (oz/sq ft) ness (mile) 
-
(A.W .G.) Cu Al Cu 
.1. 0.68 1.98 1.34 1.20 6.26 2 
1 2.02 1.33 6.40 4.21 
1 1. 35 ·99 .67 .60 3·13 1~ 2 2.03 1.01 .67 3. 20 2.12 .66 .44 .40 2.08 
2 2.70 .49 
·33 ·30 1.56 
40 3·14 3·14 .64 .42 2.03 1.34 .43 .29 .26 1.35 
38* 3 4 4.06 ·50 ·33 1.60 1.05 ·33 .22 .20 1.04 
36 5 5 '.In .27 1.29 .85 .27 .1g .16 0.84 
6 .34 .22 1.06 .70 
34 6·30 6.30 .32 .21 1.02 .67 .21 .14 .13 .67 
32* 6 8 8.12 .25 .17 .80 .53 .16 .11 .10 ·52 
30 10 10 .20 .13 .64- ,42 .13 .09 .os .42 
*Thicknesses given correspond approx. to diam. for this gage. 
200,000 
660 1080 
O.Oll 0.0099 
4.25 3·80 
2.12 1.90 
1.41 1.26 
1.06 0.95 
.,91 .82 
·71 .63 
.57 ·51 
.46 .41 
·35 ·32 
.29 .26 
I\) 
\.J..I 
Specimen Reter- Plywood 
ence Base 
L-1- Fig. l (a) 
1-3 Fig.l (a) 
L-9 ~~~ L-14 Fig.6 
L-13 (b) 
L-12 (b) 
L-11 Fig. 7 (b') 
1-8 (b) 
1-5 (b) 
L-7 Fig. 2 (b) 
L-2 Fig. 2 (b) 
1-4 (b) 
L-10 (b) 
1-6 (b) 
L-16 ( e) 
1-15 ( e) 
Reference Not •• : 
TABLE III.- EFnCT OF REPlATED FLEXING ON ALUMINUM J'OIL STRIPS ATTACHli:D TO PLYWOOD 
Elongation Size Foil data !nodiz.., Attachment Over1~ Ohms per linear inch 
(f) (in. ) Perfora- i~ Initial, 110 Final . R 
tions 
.003 .002 x 1 (e) None "Bostick" None .0008 (open) 
.003 .002 x 1 (e) Yes do. None .005 (open) 
.003 .004 x 1 (e) Yes Tego None .0005 0.}2 
.003 .004 x 1 None Yes Tego None .0003 .16 
.003 .002 x 1 None Yes Tego None .00075 .014 
. 031 
.003 .004 x 1 (e) None Tego None .00043 .00163 
.003 .004 x 1 None None Tego None .00029 .00095 
.003 .002 x 1 (e) Yes Tego None .0011 .00305 
.003 .002 x 1 None Yes Tego (d) .0013 .0021 
.003 .002 x 1 None None Tego None .0006 .c1Ol65 
.0093 
.003 .002 x 1 (e) None Tego None .00083 .0016? 
.003 .002 x 1 (c) Yes Tego (d) .00097 .00155 
.003 .002 x 1 (c) None Tego (d) .00082 .00098 
.003 .002 x 1 None None Tego (d) .00056 .00057 
.00235 
.0015 .002 x 1 None None Tego (e) .00056 .00057 
.0015 .002 x 1 (c) None Tego (e) .00081 .00082 
R/Ro 
640 
530 
19 
41 
3·8 
3·3 
2.8 
2.1 
2·7 
15 · 5 
2 
1.6 
1.2 
1.0 
2.4 
1.0 
1.0 
Cycles (S) 
N 
,p. 
10,600 }poor-
12.500 est 
10,000 
9.600 
9,600 
14,000 
8,500 
8,500 
10,000 
9,100 
22,300 
96.000 
23. 000 
25. 000 
46,400 
~'~D} 115,000 
Best 
41,500 
41,500 
(a) Plywood cut from wi~ section received from Wright Field; mahogany, tva-ply diagonal, specimen 0.078 inch thick. 
(b) Plywood made by N.B.S. Plastics Section; eight-ply. laYers crossed at 900 : ~~~A~ ~~~ T=~ ~r; . f ' ~! i); ~~9~-a1: t~!~~occ G.Gi5 ~CU . 
~CI reTroratlons: two staggered rows of l/~ inch holes; holes 1/2 inch apart in rows; rows 7/16 inch apart 6n centers. 
d) Overlay: foil CaTered by a Bi~le .heet of Tego (crossed with reference to single sheet which cemented foil to plywood base). 
(e) Plywood made similar to (b), but 1'011 buried beneath two plies of wood, PUtt~ foil midway' between center and S1ll'face. 
(f) Elongation computed as ratio t 'fR where t' is distance from central plane assumed neutral axis) to foil, and R = bending radius. 
(g) Each cycle represents a double flexure, putting foil once in tension and once in compression for each cycle. 
li!S 
> a 
> 
09-M 
I 
I ~ 
I 
~ 
I . 
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TA13LE IV.- EFFECT OF CYCLIC CHANGES OU RESISTANCE OF SPRA.YED ALUMINUM DEPOSITS 
Mean Longitudinal Resistivity 
Specimen Plywood Base (Ohms fo r a unit square ) 
thick- nUID- Initial R R R/Ro R/Ro Approx . 
ness b.er Ro at 170 at 270 at 170 at 27C temp . 
(in. ) plies cycles cycles cycles cyc1e< l"a'n&e 
J-4 .075 2 0.0096 0.0110 0.0112 1.15 1.17 (_20° to 
J-6 .038 3 .0075 .0089 .0093 1.19 1.24 83°C) 
J-9 .038 3 .0087 .0099 .0102 1.14 1.17 
J-IO . 033 3 .0102 .0132 .0134 1.29 1.31 
J-12 .033 3 .0053 .0064 .0068 1. 31 1.28 
J -13 .038 3 .0045 .0054 .0055 1. 20 1.22 
J -1 5 .10 3 .0046 .0053 .0054 1.15 1.17 
J-16 .10 3 .0040 .0043 .0044 1.05 1.10 
.0047 .0056 1.19 (0 ° K-l .038 3 .0055 1.17 -12 to 76 
K- 2 .038 3 .0114 . 0145 .0158 1.27 1.39 (_12° to 76° 
N-7 .10 3 .0039 --- -- .0045 ---- 1.15 (_48° to 97° 
N-8 .038 3 .0040 --- -- .0054 ---- 1.35 (-43 to 97° 
N-9 .033 3 .0053 ----- .0061 ---- 1.15 ~ 40° to 95° 
Av. R/Ro 1.18 1.22 
Note: Samples J-15, J-16, and N-7 approximately 9 in. long cut from stock 
supplied by Philadelphi a Navy Yard, April 4, 1943; remainder, 
2~ in. l ong , cut f rom wing to t ail sections sent from Wright Field. 
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TABLE V.- EFFECT OF REPEATED FLEXING ON RESISTANCE OF SPRAYED ALUM INUM DEPOSITS 
Specimen e Length Thickness Plie s Av. Long Facto r of increase in resistance 
(in. ) (in. ) Res. ohm 
per uni t 10,000 20,000 50 , 000 75,000 100,000 15.0,000 
sCluare cycles cycles cycles cycles cycl es cycles 
~3 .0005 9 .25 2 3 (L) .00193 1.15 1.17 1.21 1.21 1.25 
G-4 .0007 9 .073 2(D) .0227 1.36 1.46 1.53 1.65 1.90 
10-4 .0015 9 .037 3(L) .0132 4.2 5 . 2 7·1 
H-3 .0025 2.1. .037 3(T) .0039 3 · 8 4 · 3 5· 2 5 ·7 6.4 2 
10_1 
.0035 9 . 090 3(L) .0010 13 17 22 32 
M-4 .004 2t .037 3 (T) . 0070 7. 0 12 19 21.5 
10-3 .0043 9 . 125 3(t) .002 23 34 33 50 75 
M-2 .005 2l.. .037 3(T) . 0036 33 33 66 68 2 
M-5 . 0063 2i-2 .037 3(T) .0123 53 100 170 230 
M-l .0071 ~ .037 j,(T) .0104 70 80 ISO 260 2 
M-6 .0071 21- .037 3eT) . 0233 65 120 (500 ) 2 
lSpecimens 0-1, 0-3 and 0-4 were sprayed aluminum covered with 1 coat of blue Navy camouflage paint. 
~L indicates grain of surface ply was longitudinal , that is, in directi on of bending. 
D indicate~ grain of surface ply was diagonal to direction of bending . 
T indica tes grai n of surface p l y wa s transverse to direction of bending. 
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TA.BLli1 VI.- EFFECT OF SURGE CURRENT ON SPRAYED ALUMINUM DEPOSITS .AFTER REPIATED J'LEXING 
Specimen Plywood Initial Computed orit1eal Final Resistance flexing cycles Resistanc~ after 
resistance(rt) resistance (re) after flexing (rf) for final 1 BUrge 
Thickness Plies Grain1 (ohms/in.) (ohms/ in. ) (ohms/in. ) resistance Elongation (ohms/in.) 
(in. ) 
H-7 0.038 3 (L) 0.0081 0.071 129,000 0.002 x Figure 10 
.00a3 .058 x 
.00 3 0.0061 .0~8 x 
.0051 ( .0051) .0 1 x 
.0025 .0100 .025 0.0033 
.0025 .010 .025 .0033 
G-32 .038 3 (L) .0036 .0074 .0076 5,300 • 002 .0033 . 
.0025 .0100 .0064 .0028 
.0020 .0130 .0069 .0025 
.0020 .01~ .0099 .0028 
.0018 .01 .012 .0031 
G-3 .025 3 (L) .0028 .0092 .0046 150,000 .0005 .0025 
.0023 .011 .0030 .0023 
.0020 .013 .0025 .0020 
.0015 .017 .0018 .0018 
.0015 .017 .0018 .0015 
G-31 .038 3 (T) .0068 ' .0014 540 .002 x 
•0023 .011 .0033 .0023 ligure 10 
.0023 .011 .0038 .0023 
.0023 .011 .0066 .0023 
.0015 .017 .0061 .0023 
H-ll .038 3 (L) .0051 (.0051 ) .0396 129,000 .0016 x J'igll1'e 12 
.0033 .0079 .0221 x 
.0033 .0079 .0254 x 
.0036 .0074 .0262 x 
.0036 .0074 
'205 x 
.0043 .0061 • 15 x 
1L indicates grain of surface ply longitudinal in direction of bending. T indicates grain of surface ply transverse to direction of bending. 
:aX i ndicates tha t this portion of sample failed on surging. 
YaS about 0 . 005 ohms/in . length. 
Resistance of unflexed sprayed aluminum which will just break dow under the teet IlUrge 
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Figure 1.- Anodized (L-3) and plain (L-1) 
aluminum strip cemented with 
Bostik, after 10,000 cycles of bending with 
an elongation of 0.3 per cent. 
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Figure 2.- Plain aluminum strips without t ego 
overlay after 23,000 cycles of 
flexing with elongation of 0.3 per cent. Note 
frosted "crystalline" appearance between AA 
and BB. Out s i de t hese limits the area under 
z; 
:t> 
o 
~ 
the clamp at t he wide end and a considerabl e ;J. 
part of the narrow end were subjected to less~ 
or to no elongation and do not show this en 
appearanc e. t--' 
l:I.) 
NACA Fig. 3 
Figure 3.- Specimen containing strips of 0.002" aluminum 
covered with 2 layers of wood veneer, after a 
25,OOO-ampere surge. Damage at A is where arc penetrated 
to strip~ at B is where discharge passed from one strip 
to the adjacent one 1 1/4 inch away. 
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Figure 6.- Anodized aluminum strip, 0.004" 
thick, without tego overlay 
after 9600 bending cycles with elongation 
of 0.3 per cent. Note hair cracks in anod-
ized surface layer. 
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Figure 7.- Plain aluminum strip, 0.004" thick, 
without tego overlay after 8500 
bending cycles with elongation of 0.3 per cent. ~ 
~. Note cracks. ~ 
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-Somples 1 > 2 ,3~ Ll sprayed with electric gun on ground glass 
Others sprayed with acetylene qun on ground qlass 
x - Point corres pan ding to sample I~" wide which would 
I • stond up under 22,000 omp . surge 
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Figure 10.- Wedge specimens of sprayed alum-
inum after surge test at 
22, 000 amperes. 
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Figure 12 . - Sprayed aluminum specimen after 
exposure to surge current which 
exceeded its carrying capacity. 
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Specimens hav ing a re slstan c e 
of .005 .n.. / inc h length fa II on 
the sol,'d line . All specimens 
whose resist ances are qre oter 
( lie above th is line) wou ld be 
expecte d to br ea k dow n fo r 
a 22,000 am p. su rge . 
PLOT OF SPECIMEN S 
WHICH JUST BROKE 
DOWN FOR A 22,000 
Amp. SURGE 
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Figure 13.- Two sprayed aluminum deposits 
after carrying a surge followed 
by a current of 30 amperes lasting 1 second. 
The discharge passed to the deposit as an 
arc which moved about erratically burning 
the "trails" shown. Specimen E-l was scari-
fied before metallizing to im~rove adherence 
of the sprayed metal. 
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Figure 15.- These two samples of thin plywood 
were painted f~rst with a strip 
about l-inch wide of (on # 51) aluminum paint 
2 
.... 
or (on #53) conduct i ve paint. On top of thes e 
were painted strips about two-inches wide of 
'- , 
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blue Navy camouflage ~aint. The surge current 
(22,000 amperes) was then passed from end to ~ 
end of the strips. The discharge blew off the ~. 
central portions of the paint so that the grain m 
of the wood is exposed. The dark overlap where 
t-' 
VI the insulating camouflage paint was not under-lain by conducting material remains. The blast 
action blew a small hole in # 53 and cracked 
it for about 5 inches. 
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